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Let me begin...                                      March 14th, 2007

I apologize for the long delay in releasing this issue of Total 
Destruction.  I have a problem with getting past the second 
issue of zines I’m involved in, so perhaps releasing this will 
cure me of this.

In a few days I’ll officially join the ranks of the unemployed 
vegan straightedge.  Nine months at a notorious corporate 
copy store and all the fun that comes along with that is 
finally coming to an end.  Despite the obvious benefits of 
such a job, I’m ready for the adventure of living without work 
and not spending 40+ hours a week under florescent lights.  
The evolution of my ideas in an increasingly marxist direction 
was tied very intimately with my experiences at work, so it will 
be interesting to see where unemployment leads me.

In February of this year I also moved into a new house with 
a number of friends.  Having my own room and library is a 
big change from sleeping on the floor in the living room of a 
small one bedroom apartment.  Please come visit!

As I wrote about in issue #2, I write this zine to find others to 
collaborate and correspond with, to challenge myself to 
become more articulate and coherent, to learn about this 
society and how to attack it, to ask questions openly.  Why 
do you read it?  Do we have any relationship with each 
other and do you want to develop one?  Having recently 
formed a hardcore band I am troubled even more acutely by 
the dichotomy of performer and audience, reader and writer.  
This zine has a limited distribution in the hopes that I can 
break down that dichotomy by establishing communication 
with readers in ways that are consensual and fun not 
unilateral or obligated.

Monsieur Dupont writes that life in this society is lived 
“amidst the falling petals of disappointment.”  So far I have 
been disappointed with the Total Destruction project 
because it has not (yet) helped me connect to other people 
who were asking similar questions within the context of 
straightedge.  While I sincerely appreciate every email and 
letter I’ve received that started out “I’m not vegan or 
straightedge but...” I was hoping for more feedback from 
vsxe kids.  Maybe I’m so hopelessly out of touch with 
today’s drug-free youth that even my love for the last 
Purified in Blood (rip) album won’t be enough to make those 
connections.  Of course, I am not concerned with the mere 
quantity of responses I get.  At the end of the day I would 
rather receive two amazing emails than a stack of boring 
letters.

In an effort to make more concrete connections with people 
who read this, I’m going to ask that anyone who wants to 
reproduce and distribute this zine please contact me first to 
at the very least let me know that you’re doing so.  It was 
weird to find out that a number of distros and individuals 
took the time to make copies out the last issue without also 
taking the time to send me a note saying why they thought 
it was worth distributing.

I’m opening up this and future issues to the perspectives of 
a few other vegan straightedge individuals and the stories 
they have of life and resistance.  Rather than ‘scene reports’ 
like those found in Maximum Rock n’ Roll these are personal 

stories not meant to represent entire regions or scenes.  
That I limit this zine to personal accounts by vegan 
straightedge people does not mean I reject the experiences 
and struggles of others (we vsxe lunatics, after all, are very 
few!) but is a choice I made to give this zine a specific focus 
that is intimately tied to how I live my life.  I hope that people 
from other backgrounds find affinity with this project or at the 
very least choose to engage in critical dialogue about what 
they don’t like about it!

This issue is dedicated to Michael Steinkirchner, who among 
other things traveled the country in dozens of cars stolen 
from army recruitment centers, impersonated a secret 
service agent for 9 months, and breached countless ‘secure’ 
military bases and government events using stolen uniforms 
and ID badges.  Michael may be the greatest criminal of the 
21st Century, an age lacking in such passionate illegalism.  I 
wish him all the best and hope he continues to go on such 
exciting adventures as soon as he gets out of prison.  Who 
dares wins, right?

Until our zines are printed with ink made from the blood of 
cops and fur hags...

Refuse the moral imposition of others. 
Understand your own situation. Define your 
own activity. Set your own goals. Critically 
reflect upon your own effectiveness. 

Queeredge Revenge,
xDonx

Liberation Projects
838 E High St. #115
Lexington, KY 40502

vegan.straightedge@yahoo.com

Top Ten Since the Last Issue:
#1: Getting arrested for “public intoxication” while totally 
sober and wearing a sxe hoodie
#2: the Wildcat Infoshop (rip)
#3: Quitting my job
#4: Attrition live
#5: Gather and 7 Generations live
#6: Tangled Lines covering David Hasselhoff at my house
#7: A Crime Called Freedom
#8: War on Misery #1 and #2
#9: Surviving on bagels, burritos, and qwachik
#10: Declaring war on the University of Kentucky



It’s been well over a month since I said my goodbyes to the members of Gather and 7 Generations, and only now am I beginning to feel like I 
can write about my experiences from an objective viewpoint. There is so much emotion tied in to being on tour, even if you are just “the kids 
with the distro.” I believe that is a real driving force behind DIY tours, the ability to create a totally different emotional landscape to live on, 
outside of and beyond the ones we normally experience. That being said, the chance to follow the most well-known and outspoken vegan 
straight edge bands currently active in the U.S. was the perfect opportunity to take a look at our counterculture and its role in our communities 
all across the United States (the car I was in failed to make it to Mexico with the tour for security reasons).  Through talking to people at 
shows, at their homes, and all the random conversations I was privy to, it seems apparent to me that a new era for the vegan straight edge is 
already happening, and we need to critically approach our culture as we gain momentum, being open and honest about our pitfalls and building 
upon that which makes us “the seeds of the new world to come.”

The first show of our tour could pretty much sum up the entire tour. 
Not because the tour was monotonous, for I could write an entire 
zine myself about each town and each show and each person I 
befriended or made an enemy of. Rather, I’ve decided to focus here 
on the study of our culture, a sort of vegan straight edge case-study. 
And with that in mind, by the end of our first night on tour, it 
became apparent to me what the worst problem was with vegan 
straight edge in 2006: the old guard. Those remnants of the last era, 
an era of moralism, sexism, homophobia, and rampant machismo.  
Not only are these hangers-on still around, but for some reason they 
still carry weight in our community. We allow them to drown out 
our voices and our actions with their…. well… blatant stupidity. I 
think this is a direct result of the type of social hierarchy that has 
developed in the punk community over the years. For some reason, 
we are supposed to respect any and all who “were there back in the 
day,” regardless of how sketchy and fucking lame they are. I’m not 
attacking people who have been around for a long time specifically, 
just those who use their experiences as leverage against the rest of 
our communities. As we begin to shape this counterculture and gain 
momentum, we must make a conscious effort to transcend the rotting 
shell of this old world, building anew and ridding ourselves of the 
social ladder once and for all. Its coercion, its bullshit, and its going 
to continue to be  a serious threat to our ability to move our 
community beyond the constructs those people have confined us in.

That first night was also encouraging, for several reasons. The first 
would be the increasing diversity within our community. Where once 
you’d only find the fatigue-wearing, athletic-wear kicking dudes 
moshing their pathetic little hearts out, you find an increasing mix of 
crust punx, anarcho-primitivist ragers, and nerds reclaiming the 
vegan straight edge and turning it into a radical threat. That first 
show was also were one of the greatest strengths of our community 
was shown: our affinity through identity. Knowing hardly anyone in 
a town can be pretty intimidating, especially for those of us with 
horrible social anxiety, but that was not a problem for long as 
someone opened up their house to us after about 5 minutes of 
conversation where we established that we were all anarchist vegan 
straight edge kids (and more specifically, ones against civilization). 
This was to be the story pretty much everywhere we went where we 
didn’t already have established connections, and even in those places 
we met and forged new friendships with persons through our shared 
identity. We were practically and efficiently shuffled along 
through an underground network of co-conspirators from one 
end of the country to the other, with little trouble. Those of us 
wondering why the Feds are interested in counterculture’s like ours 
should re-read that last sentence and expand their imagination a 
little…

While making so many new friends and having a ton of fun was, 
needless to say, fucking amazing and inspiring in and of itself, I 
found myself on too many occasions contemplating our wasted 

potential as an insurgent force. If half the kids singing along to 
songs about active resistance were actively resisting, would active 
resistance be so weak in this country? Granted, there were actions and 
demos scheduled around a few shows, and many of the shows were 
fundraisers for prisoners and defendants in earth and animal liberation 
cases (which, of course, is one of our strengths as a community still 
based in music – benefit shows), but very rarely did the 
conversations held before, during, and after shows hold the same 
weight as the words spoken by Chris and Eva every night on stage 
(my constant rambling about conspiracy theories definitely didn’t 
help). As I’ve said before, shows have got to become more than just 
an exhibition, a spectacle. We need to be using our ability to 
organize people through these shows, through talks, video showings, 
actions before and/or after shows, and workshops. There’s so much 
more we can do than just mosh. We can resist.

Who knows how long this current upswing of activity in the vegan 
straight edge milieu will last, or if we will be able to direct our 
community out of the hardcore punk ghetto and into a direct and 
concerted resistance, or even if we do that if we will be able to exact 
the change we wish to create effectively. Maybe I’m just looking for 
too much in this community, but I don’t think so. I believe every 
word that comes from the mouths of my friends. I’m willing to take 
a loss for putting that much faith in them. I don’t think I will 
though. I don’t think that all the passion can just disappear, or go 
quietly into the night.  I think that the burning rage in our hearts 
will guide us through these dark days and in our finest hour will 
leave this world in ashes, and that we will be the seeds that 
germinate into a new world to come. 

I’d like to thank Gather, 7 Generations, Kingdom, Attrition, Giant, 
and all those wonderful folks that the Dism@ntle! Distro met along 
the way. You’ve given me a time I’ll remember, and resolve to keep 
on keepin’ on. Thanks to Don for being such a great friend and for 
asking me to write for his zine, even though he can’t justify his 
belief that straight edge is only one word. 

(editor’s note: To order a copy of the author of this article’s 
zine or to get material from Dism@ntle distro, email 
xoutfromtheshadowsx@riseup.net

Since this article was written, Gather have made the choice 
to dissolve as a band.  I will have the privilege of seeing 
their final shows in California.  7 Generations, Giant, 
Kingdom and Attrition are still going strong.  Now that 
Requiem has broken up, I can say that Attrition are my 
favorite band playing right now.  If you have a chance to 
see them live, please do not pass it up.  Queeredge 
brothers in the pit!  Let it also be known that no matter what 
the ‘two-wordists’ tell you: STRAIGHTEDGE IS ONE WORD 
AND ONE WORD ONLY!)

We Are The Seeds Of The New World To Come
a case-study of the U.S. vegan straight edge counterculture, 2006 by the editor of xOut from the Shadowsx



Blast from the past...
(note: this article originally appeared in the 
1970’s gay separatist newsletter 
‘Homosexuals Intransigent!’  It has been 
slightly modified and edited but remains 
mostly true to the original printing.)

Hate is the most maligned and misunderstood of our 
emotions. It is also, thru anger, its outlet, the most powerful. 
Men build from love and destroy from hate. But too often 
one cannot build unless one first destroys. So the inability to 
hate is the inability, sometimes, to love. For the habit of 
crippling oneself by repressing emotions cannot easily be 
confined to one emotion only. Repression is a self-
generalizing habit of mind, and it is destructive to the 
personality.

One of the most important things the homosexual must 
learn to do is to hate: to hate passionately everyone and 
everything that causes him to hate himself, other 
homosexuals, and homosexuality itself; to hate every 
impulse to hide his homosexuality, every impulse to cover 
up, avert one's eye, change the conversation; to hate every 
single aspect of his denial of existence — every imposition 
of heterosexuality upon him: every television program that 
suggests that "all" people are heterosexual; every evening 
of TV or radio programming in which he is invisible and 
unheard; every ad and advertiser which thrusts vulgar, 
coarse hetero images and demands upon everyone to sell 
products; every school where hetero patterns are foisted 
upon every child; to hate every anti-homosexual feeling he 
has in himself, every temptation to role playing...

The homosexual must learn to feel fury — absolute white 
rage — at what has been done to him, at what he has 
permitted to be done to him and continues to permit. 
Because the homosexual is a prisoner within very strong 
walls, and all the maudlin sentiment in the world, all the 
wishes for "understanding" and "peace" and "brotherhood" 
and "people accepting people regardless of their gender or 
sexual orientation" and "love" — whatever the hell all that is 
supposed to mean — is not going to break down those 
walls. Only anger will smash them; only rage will raze them.

The homosexual is his own worst enemy. I deplore having to 
say that. But not to say it would be to lie. And we have lied 
to ourselves and to others too often. The major trouble with 
a lie is not that it is immoral and deceives people, nor that it 
diminishes the self-respect of the liar, but that it doesn't 
change the truth and may even prevent people from 
accepting the truth they must understand if every they are 
to change it. Certain homosexual organizations have 
fomented a public image of the homosexual which bears no 
relationship to fact. According to their version, very few of us 
are in the slightest disturbed emotionally; all we ever do is 
"love" each other; and everything will be all right if only 
straight people will "accept" us as the warm, wonderful 
human beings we are. But the simple fact is that the entire 
"gay" world belies that image: where is "love"?   Where? 
One thousand one-nite stands does not show a huge 
capacity for love, but just the opposite. And how many 
"love" relationships in the gay world are mutual, true, deep? 
How many are one-sided, exploitative, role-structured 
'marriages of convenience' between people who are so tired 

of the routine of one-nite stands that they'll settle for a bad 
relationship that doesn't really satisfy them but at least 
doesn't make them too unhappy?

 "Even a bad love is better than no love at all," they sing. 
But is it? Is a sterile relationship which goes no place and is 
violated at will in outside cruising, better than admitting that 
there is no love at all in most of the "gay world"? Does the 
public image certain gay organizations grind out do us more 
service or disservice? And does their appeal for 
"understanding" and "acceptance" really come to grips with 
the problems of the homosexual? I think not — damn, no!: I 
know it does not! 

...

To coin a phrase, "Don't curse the darkness — light a 
fuse!" There is much that is ugly in the "gay world" and in 
the minds of homosexuals. But NONE of it is homosexual. 
Blast the heterosexual notions out of your head. Blast the 
heterosexual parasites out of the gay world. Smash the 
heterosexual patterns that invade our lives. Stomp 
heterosexual ideas of beauty and right, into the dust. 
Wrench yourselves out of heterosexual strongholds. Seize 
control, with us, of New York for homosexual men. Let 
yourself drift into a violent mood and know what has brought 
you to it, then join with other angry men not to force your 
way into the straight world, where you will be destroyed, as 
you have already been almost destroyed, but to smash the 
straight world aside and underfoot and build a homosexual 
world in a homosexual place, New York city. Hate the right 
people and the right things and use the dynamism of 
constructive hate to rebuild your world.

watch your back hetero pig!

Soundtrack to issue #3 of xTDx:

New Winds - This Fire
Gather - Beyond the Ruins
James Brown - the Jungle Groove
Le Tigre  - This Island
Musiq - Juslisen
The Evens - s/t
The Faint - Wet From Birth

Recently read books and zines:

The Fifth Column and Other Stories From the Spanish 
Civil War by Ernest Hemingway

The Anarchist: A Novel by Daniel A. Coleman

War on Misery #2

Emotional Poverty #5

Rolling Thunder #2 and #3

The World Turned Upside Down by Christopher Hill

Strike One To Educate One-Hundred



SMASH THE STRAIGHT!

“i hate all those who, by ceding 
through fear and resignation, a part 
of their potential as human beings 

to others, not only crush themselves 
but also me and those i love, with 

the weight of their fearful complicity 
or with their idiotic inertia.”

- albert libertad, i hate the resigned

CALLING ALL GAY, 
LESBIAN, BISEXUAL, 
TRANSGENDER, AND 
QUEER YOUTH!
Are you sick of being caught 
between anti-queer violence 
and the patronizing bullshit of 
“pro-gay” straight people?  
LET’S ORGANIZE TO DEFEND 
AND SUPPORT EACH OTHER.

STRAIGHT PEOPLE WON’T 
LIBERATE US - WE HAVE TO 

DO THAT OURSELVES.
We don’t have to assimilate and 
act civilized.  We don’t have to get 
married or swallow our prescribed 
sexual or gender roles.  Everyone 
from PFLAG to the Catholic Church 
wants us to follow the rules and act 
straight.  FUCK THAT.  Queerness 
is about living and fucking and 
fighting how we want without 
compromise or apology.  As long 
as we rely on straight people - 
instead of acting fiercely for 
ourselves, by ourselves - we’ll 
remain weak and subjugated.

Today we sit in high schools, 
psychwards, group homes, 
dead end jobs, and detention 
centres... always told to 
swallow the poison apple of 
work, legality, and 
respectability.  Thousands of 
queers commit suicide rather 
than continue to face this.  To 
avenge every death we must 
rise up and begin to live!

If you want to get together with other lgbtq 
youth and destroy heterosexist domination 

in Lexington, get in touch: 
getfreedropout@yahoo.com

QUEER POWER!

This text appears on a flier soon to be circulated in Lexington.  Responses and practical outcomes 
of bunches of these being passed out at schools and other places where youth congregate will be 
described in the next issue of xTDx.  Stories and analysis of similar projects are needed.



Responding to Repression - 
a work in progress

This story has been told a million times.  In December 
2005 the government rounded up people accused of Earth 
& Animal Liberation Front actions, declared them 
terrorists and threatened them with life in prison.  Within 
a few months many of those arrested turned informant - a 
trend that left less than half of those accused refusing to 
cooperate.  While the rats took secret plea deals or found 
infamy in the pages of Rolling Stone, the uncooperating 
defendants sat in jail cells or under strict bail agreements 
and electronic monitoring.

Always eager to be part of the next big cause, activists 
talked excitedly about fundraising and other prisoner 
support initiatives in the early months after the arrests 
but quickly lost interest with the cases as they became 
more drawn out and complicated, limiting their support to 
forwarding the occasional email or writing a letter now 
and then.

Of the few who remained dedicated to supporting the 
defendants, many decided on a strategy of “media 
outreach”, fundraising, attending court hearings, and 
urging people to write letters to both prisoners and to the 
politicians who signed the legislation used to put the 
prisoners away.  If we can only “reach the right people”, 
it is argued, we can get the charges dropped or at least 
positively affect the outcome of the trials or sentencing.  
This reasoning reeks of democratic ideology and hoists up 
the illusion of “public opinion” altering the ability of the 
State to imprison and attack those it considers dangerous, 
annoying, or unwanted.

“Defining problems precisely is very important today, 
especially not to fall into short term perspectives and 
compromises that would inevitably lead us into the 
labyrinth of dissociation, denying us any possibility of 
direct action to transform reality.” (Against Amnesty)

When we are attacked, it does not make sense to run to 
our enemies, seeking allies and comrades amongst the 
ranks of journalists, community leaders, and politicians 
who are instrumental aspects of the repressive apparatus.  

As always, the liberals climb out from behind their black 
flags when someone is arrested, a new law is about to be 
passed, or an election draws near.  While they may 
participate in worthwhile activity and support individual 
prisoners with sincerity, those who argue for “rights” and 
“fair trials” consciously or unconsciously play a role in 
repression by defending the court and prison system as a 
whole while critiquing aspects of it.  By designating 
prisoner support as the activity of specialists and NGOs, 
activists condemn themselves to fishing in the same 
putrid water for support everytime a new wave of 
repression comes along.

PRISONS EVERYWHERE

Repression did not begin with the State’s strike against 
eco and animal activists nor will it end when the 
defendants are released from prison.  In this world, “the 
system of repression installs itself almost everywhere, 
prepositioned according to a strict correspondence 
between the organization of violence and the needs of the 
economy, to the point where the distinction between war 
and peace, between police operations and wars, is 
erased... In the favelas of Brazil, the prisons of the United 
States, the suburbs of the great metropolises, the free 
zones of China, the oil contours of the Caspian, the West 
Bank and Gaza, the police war has become the social, 
demographic, and geographic regulation of the 
management, reproduction and exploitation of the work 
force. The repression is permanent, not everywhere, but 
everywhere possible.” (Theorie Communiste)

The public debate that exists is not whether or not new 
prisons ought to be built but how the new prisons ought to 
be run.

SOME THOUGHTS TOWARD PRACTICAL 
PROPOSALS

“Prison isolation is added to the isolation that already 
defines the atomized individual of civil society.” (Os 
Cangaceiros)

Prisoners are not only isolated individually - they are also 
isolated collectively.  Through the media prisoners 
become monsters and police become heroes, prosecutors 
compassionate and judges wise.  More often than this, 



however, there is silence.  The nearly 2.5 million people 
behind bars in this country are not even given the illusion 
of democratic participation, so prisoners strike against the 
world imposed on them with the only tools available - 
sabotage and violence.  It is this tendency of prisoners to 
rebel so destructively against work is the limitation of 
imprisonment as a strategy for capital.

The most immediate and fundamental aspect of prisoner 
solidarity must always be refusing to let the State isolate 
our friends and comrades behind bars.  Attending court 
hearings, writing to and visiting prisoners, demonstrating 
outside jails and prisons, and reaching out to prisoners’ 
families are the most reproducible and practical ways to 
fight isolation.  Establishing communication with people 
in prison breaks down the psychological walls that 
stretch much further than razor wire.

Mumia Abu-Jamal is still alive today because the State 
knows his death would mean riots, not because his 
supporters have written to senators or sent out press 
releases.  There is no such threat of social unrest if earth 
liberation prisoners are convicted (or found dead in their 
jail cells...), nor any sign that one will emerge soon.  This 
is not, however, an argument for spectacular “solidarity 
actions”.  I think the roads of militancy and liberalism are 
both dead ends and ultimately play into the hands of the 
State, and I want to explore other strategies of resisting 
repression that are part of a broader struggle against this 
whole society, not just parts of it.

One way we can begin attacking the collective isolation of 
prisoners is finding affinity with those around us who 
also have friends and family taken hostage by the State.  
There are lots of allies to be found through conversations 
about having friends in prison, and the small act of 
choosing not to be dishonest or ashamed of our situation 
is important if we seek relationships of trust and affinity 
rather than politics and obligation.  I desire freedom for all 
prisoners - even rapists and murderers - and the 
destruction of all prisons because I know that prison 
continues cycles of abuse and does not solve social 
problems.  I have to be honest about this when opening 
up dialogue 

Radical support for the accused “eco-terrorists” means 
analyzing this recent sweep of repression in the context 

of the transformation of repression globally, particularly 
the continued growth of the prison-industrial complex in 
the US and the use of antiterrorism laws to make official 
the expanded and militarized role of the police.  It means 
refusing to collaborate with the State and media and 
building relationships with those around us instead.  It 
means attacking isolation with whatever means necessary 
and rejecting the call to further isolate ourselves from each 
other in the name of security.  It means relating to 
prisoners as potential comrades in struggle not as 
unfortunates needing charity and seeking complicity with 
people are struggling, both inside and outside prison.  It 
means realizing both our power and limitations when we 
act together and our vulnerability when we stand alone.

AND FINALLY

We cannot choose who the State will target next or what 
weapons they will strike us with because the police are at 
war, even if we are not.  We cannot control what laws are 
passed or who the media calls a terrorist because we are 
powerless in the world of politics.  Freedom does not 
hang in the balance of a Supreme Court decision or the 
outcome of a jury’s verdict.  Only the collective action of 
the exploited and excluded - both inside and outside 
prison - can destroy this society of confinement.  In the 
meantime, we must reach out to every imprisoned rebel 
with a thousand hands and support prison rebellions with 
the fury with which we hate this world.

...AND NOW WE SAY WHAT 
OUR RULERS ALREADY 
KNOW: THE SOCIAL 
PEACE THAT EXISTS IS 
BASED ON PRISON 
OVERCROWDING.  LET 
US NOT GIVE 
FREE REIGN TO 
OUR JAILERS!



THERE IS NOTHING 
FIERCER THAN A 
SOBER QUEER...
OUR SO-CALLED ‘COMMUNITY’ IS KILLING ITSELF 
WITH DRUGS AND ALCOHOL, CHASING AFTER 
EVERY FALSE ESCAPE FROM THE SEXUAL 
REPRESSION AND VIOLENCE OF THIS 
HETERODOMINATED WORLD BUT NEVER 
CONFRONTING IT.  IT’S TIME TO STAY SOBER: 
TO GET OUT OF THE BARS AND INTO THE 
STREETS.  US QUEERS CAN NEVER RELY ON 
STRAIGHT PEOPLE FOR SUPPORT OR 
DEFENSE, AND IT’S ABOUT FUCKING TIME WE 

STOPPED DROWNING IN THEIR POISONS.  
THEY WANT US TO CLOSE OUR EYES AND 
ASSIMILATE INTO THEIR NIGHTMARE OF 
MONOGAMY, WAR, CONSUMPTION, AND WORK.  
IT’S TIME TO ACT FOR OURSELVES AND FUCKING 
DESTROY THE STRAIGHT WORLD. FOR 
ABSOLUTE QUEER POWER AND NOTHING LESS!



"When socialist writers ascribe this world-historic role to the proletariat, it is not 
at all... because they regard the proletarians as gods. Rather the contrary. 
Since in the fully-formed proletariat the abstraction of all humanity, even of the 
semblance of humanity, is practically complete; since the conditions of life of 
the proletariat sum up all the conditions of life of society today in their most 
inhuman form; since man has lost himself in the proletariat, yet at the same 
time has not only gained theoretical consciousness of that loss, but through 
urgent, no longer removable, no longer disguiseable, absolutely imperative 
need -- the practical expression of necessity -- is driven directly to revolt 
against this inhumanity, it follows that the proletariat can and must emancipate 
itself. But it cannot emancipate itself without abolishing the conditions of 
its own life. It cannot abolish the conditions of its own life without 
abolishing all the inhuman conditions of life of society today which are 
summed up in its own situation."
- karl marx (the holy family)

RAAN is Turning 
Five!

On May 25th, 2007 the Red & Anarchist 
Action Network (RAAN) is celebrating its 
fifth anniversary!

RAAN is a network of autonomous 
anarchists and communists from around the 
world acting together to add gasoline to the 
flames... and look sexy doing it.

Join us in celebrating this anniversary with 
festive direct action, parties, punk, or 
whatever floats your boat (and blows up the 
yacht!).

Check out www.redanarchist.org for more 
information and other hot commie shit.  
Remember, nothing can contain the fury of 
the exploited - NOTHING!!!

Go forth and 
wreak havoc 
on the world!



INTERNATIONAL NEWS OF INSPIRING CRIME
Burqa as Shoplifting Technique

Jewelry stores in the Indian city of Pune are 
considering a ban on burqas after a series of thefts 
of big-ticket items by customers wearing the head-
to-toe Islamic garment.

Security cameras in stores help to fight crime and 
reduce shoplifting. But what can shop owners do if 
thieves hide behind the all-covering Islamic 
garment, the burqa? This is the problem facing 
jewelers in the Indian city of Pune after a number of 
expensive pieces of jewelry were stolen by burqa-
clad shoplifters.

Indian Muslim women wearing burqas. The head-
to-toe Islamic robe could be banned at jewelry 
stores in an Indian city after a series of thefts.

The Pune Jewelers Association has now applied 
to police for permission to bar people who cover 
their faces from their stores, association president 
Fattechand Ranka told the news agency Reuters. 
Pune is located in the state of Maharashtra, around 
160 kilometers (100 miles) south of Mumbai.

Ranka said the decision was prompted by a recent 
spate of thefts. Closed circuit television cameras in 
stores showed that three recent thefts of jewelry 
items, each valued at over $8,500 (€6,500), were 
carried out by customers wearing burqas.

"Because of the burqa the police 
could not identify their faces," 
he told Reuters. "Anyone could 
be masquerading under a burqa, 
even a man."

Street Kids Raid World Social Forum 
in Kenya

Dozens of street children have invaded a five-star 
hotel food tent and feasted on meals meant for 
sale at the World Social Forum in Kenya's capital.

They were joined by other participants who 
complained that the food was too expensive at the 
annual leftist conference.

The police, caught unawares, were unable to stop 
the free-for-all that saw the food containers swept 
clean.

The gathering in Nairobi is discussing social 
problems, including poverty.

A plate of food at the tent being operated by the 
prestigious Windsor Hotel was selling for $7 in a 
country where many live on less than $2 a day.

'Hawkers allowed'

The children, who had been begging for food, 
launched the raid after being told they would have 
to pay for the food.

Two days prior, World Social Forum organisers 
were forced to waive entry fees for participants after 
Nairobi slum dwellers staged a demonstration 
against the charges.

illegality is not an ideology or 
programme - it is simply a 
means, and often a good one



A Few Friends and Contacts:
Quiver Distro / Incendio Tarantula Distro
PO Box 993 818 SW 3rd Ave. PMB #1237
Santa Cruz, CA Portland, OR 97204
www.anti-politics.net/ www.socialwar.net

Black & Red Communicating Vessels
PO Box 02374 3527 NE 15th Ave #127
Detroit, MI 48202 Portland, OR 97212

325 Collective Elephant Editions
c/o Brighton ABC BM Elephant
PO Box 74 London
Brighton, BN1 4ZQ, UK WC1N 3XX, UK
www.325collective.com www.elephanteditions.net

Treason Green Anarchy
GPO Box 2427 PO Box 11331
Canberra ACT, Australia, 2601 Eugene, OR 97440
treason.dyns.net www.greenanarchy.org

CrimethInc. One Thousand Emotions
2695 Rangewood Dr. PO Box 63333
Atlanta, GA 30345 St. Louis, MO 63063
www.crimethinc.com ote@riseup.net

Bite Back No Compromise
222 Lakeview Ave (ste. 160-231) 740A 14th St. #125
West Palm Beach, FL 33401 San Francisco, CA 94114
www.directaction.info www.nocompromise.org

Venomous Butterfly
818 SW 3rd Ave.

PMB #1237
Portland, OR 97204

Beating Hearts Press
Po Box 326

Stones Corner QLD 4120
AUSTRALIA

xReclaiming Communicationx
P.O. Box 11055

Costa Mesa, California 92627

Rolling Thunder (CWC)
P.O. Box 494

Chapel Hill, NC 27514

A Murder of Crows
PO Box 20442

Seattle, WA 98102 

Theorie Communiste
Roland Simon

BP 17, 84300, Les vignères
France

(RAAN) www.rednarchist.org

SOME NEWS FROM KENTUCKY reprinted from the anonymous newsletter 
‘the bluegrass insurgent’

The Wildcat Infoshop Raided and Shut Down in Lexington
Opened November 2006, the Wildcat Infoshop was a small collectively run social space that focused on 
making radical literature available and hosting all-ages music shows with the goal of “facilitating 
resistance to capitalism.”  It was the only active radical bookstore and all-ages venue in Lexington.

On January 12th 2007, the Wildcat was raided by police and fire marshals under the pretext of “zoning 
violations.”  That they had a helicopter overheard for hours and over ten people in uniform to conduct the 
raid - and had sent in an undercover agent days before the raid happened - speaks towards a wider 
strategy of repression against the space.  Indeed, the pigs were far more interested in the literature and 
posters than the structure and zoning of the building.  After the raid a notice was put on the door 
forbidding occupancy and days later the lease was terminated by the landlord.

This incident demonstrates the complicity of the fire department in State repression, and that even in 
times of limited struggle the lines of battle are clearly drawn.  Any project which attempts to act against 
the ruling social order will be a target for repression.  This should not surprise us.

There has been no immediate outward response to losing the Infoshop by those who organized or 
participated in it, but there are possibilities for turning this defeat into an opportunity for attack.  This could 
mean taking action against those responsible for the raid and eviction - the police, fire, and building 
inspection departments.  It could also mean opening more openly confrontational squatted spaces and 
preparing to defend them.  Whatever one chooses to do, running to our enemies (media, state, church) is 
not an option.

LET US GATHER AND BE DANGEROUS TOGETHER!



NEVER STRAIGHT
- ALWAYS EDGE

XQUEER POWERX

Liberation Projects
838 E High St #115

Lexington, KY 40502

vegan.straightedge@yahoo.com
www.impassionedinsurrection.info

IN THE BOREDOM OF WORK, IN THE BOREDOM OF WORK, 
SCHOOL, AND JAIL I’VE BEEN SCHOOL, AND JAIL I’VE BEEN 

CIVILIZED AND TRAINED TO FAIL... CIVILIZED AND TRAINED TO FAIL... 
BUT I CHOOSE TO STRIKE BACK, TO BUT I CHOOSE TO STRIKE BACK, TO 

ATTACK WITHOUT MERCY: ATTACK WITHOUT MERCY: 
DESTROY OR BE DESTROYED!DESTROY OR BE DESTROYED!


